
5.1 General introduction

This chapter describes the effects of radiation and heat on wool and its
response to acids, alkalis, oxidants, reductants, followed by a brief treatment
of specific reactions of its amino acid side chains. Chapter 7 is basically con-
cerned with chemical modifications of wool designed to enhance one or
more textile attributes such as flame-resistance.

Over the full range of wool types, fibre diameters vary between about 10
and 80mm. Diffusion of reactant chemicals from an immersion solvent,
which most commonly is water, may be slow. In addition to fibre diameter
variations, diffusion is also moderated by the hydrophobic epicuticle on the
external face of wool scale cells, with the path of least resistance usually
along the junctions between these cells and the interior cortical cells.Within
each cell there are more variations in protein organisation, resulting in
micro-heterogeneous regions of both hydrophobic and hydrophilic charac-
ter. A direct result of these complex variations in wool morphology is that
kinetics of diffusion and polarity of the reactants may be at least as impor-
tant as inherent reactivity. For example, highly reactive chlorine water 
preferentially attacks the surface of wool fibres within seconds, whereas
immersion in an excess of cold dilute acid could take an hour or more to
achieve an equilibrium uptake.

Provided the constraints to diffusion are taken into account, the chemi-
cal reactions of amino acid sidechains of wool proteins are consistent with
those of proteins in general. Cystine (CYS) crosslinkages are a special
feature of keratin fibres. Reactions of CYS with oxidants and reductants are
of major importance, being an integral part of the chemistry involved in iso-
lating wool proteins, in the physical behaviour of wool, and in technical
processes such as shrinkproofing and bleaching. CYS is also one of the
amino acids principally affected by radiation and heat, as described in
Section 5.3.
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5.2 Chemical composition

Wool is one of a large group of animal fibres that are almost entirely com-
posed of a family of proteins generally known as a-keratins.Although there
are some chemical variations between species, there are also remarkable
similarities of structure and composition between comparable types of pro-
teins in animal fibres. The physical form of keratin fibres is as diverse as
porcupine quills, various horns and antlers, and extremely soft fine coats of
small mammals such as the mouse.

The overall amino acid composition of keratins depends, to a large part,
on the relative proportions of the two major types of protein, namely the
high- and low-sulphur proteins (see Chapter 3). Merino wool, for example,
has a notably higher cystine (CYS) content than coarse wools as a result of
having a larger proportion of high-sulphur proteins.

One of the earliest reliable amino acid analyses was that of Corfield and
Robson.1 It remains an adequate description of wool composition and is
reproduced in Table 5.1.

5.3 Degradation by radiation and heat

Most of the radiation chemistry of wool is concerned with the effects of
exposure to sunlight. Weathering during wool growth varies greatly accord-
ing to the type of fleece.A dense, fine wool Merino fleece is damaged almost
exclusively at staple tips, with heavy secretions of woolgrease and suint 
contributing to the protection. Coarse open fleeces are more generally
exposed to sunlight. Severe weathering implies brittle fibre tips, loss of
staple strength and dull or yellow discolouration.

Photo-oxidation of CYS is the most damaging reaction, weakening the
fibre. Other residues extensively damaged by prolonged exposure to sun-
light are TYR, TRP, PHE, THR, MET, ILEU, LEU, PRO and HIS. Addi-
tional carbonyl and amide groups are formed following cleavage of the
peptide N–Ca bond, as shown in equation [5.1].

[5.1]

This reaction is implicated both with fibre strength loss and subsequent
susceptibility to hydrothermal yellowing (Section 7.3). Meybeck and
Meybeck2 suggested that aromatic amino acids absorb UV light and, after
energy transfer to glycine and alanine, there is a photochemical conversion
to glyoxylyl and pyruvyl peptides according to the mechanism of equation
[5.2].
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The intermediate structures on the left-hand side arise from further H
atom transfers with additional wool protein chains. Minor amounts of other
a-ketoacids are detectable in wool following irradiation in the dry state.
Few carbonyl groups are detectable when wool is irradiated in water,
despite pronounced yellowing. Photochemical damage also increases the
susceptibility of wool to discolouration when subsequently exposed to dry
heat. Even undamaged wool will develop brownish discolouration when
exposed to temperatures over 110 °C for a prolonged period. Just as the dry 
heat yellowing of silk has been attributed to a dehydration reaction of the
SER side chain, similar dehydrations leading to unsaturated carbon bonds
have been suggested as the principal source of dry heat discolouration of
wool.3

5.4 Photobleaching and photoyellowing

In Section 5.3, photochemical degradation has been implicated in sensitising
wool to subsequent discolouration when boiled, as in dyeing, or exposed to
dry heat. Depending on the conditions of exposure, sunlight may either
yellow wool or bleach it. Irradiation of wool in ambient conditions with 
254nm UV light, causes wool to appear green, due to formation of two chro-
mophores, which fade rapidly in post-irradiation reactions to leave a resid-
ual yellow colour.4 Irradiation of wool with different UV wavebands selected
from sunlight or artificial sources5 demonstrated that UV below 331 nm
increases wool yellowness, whereas visible light above 398 nm induces 
photobleaching. In the transition range, neither effect is markedly dominant
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although physical damage to the wool is strongly promoted by these inter-
mediate wavelengths. Window glass absorbs radiation shorter than 305nm
so that wool carpets and furnishings exposed to transmitted sunlight 
noticeably whiten and brighten due to photobleaching of the wool substrate.
Control measures for shade changes are described in Section 7.8.

Photobleaching by visible light has been considered as an alternative to
chemical bleaching,6 and this idea has been extended to evaluating blue-
light sources for wool bleaching. Wet wool bleaches more rapidly than in
the air-dry state, and King showed that thioglycollic acid enhanced still
further the rate of photobleaching,7 but the chemical residues are trouble-
some. More dramatic photobleaching results from blue-light irradiation of
wool soaked in a dilute hydrogen peroxide solution. If the solution is also
made alkaline, extraordinary levels of whiteness can be attained within a
minute or so.8 The results were sufficiently encouraging to develop a pro-
totype bleaching machine for continuous treatment of wool sliver. Indus-
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Table 5.1 Amino acid composition of wool [From: Corfield and Robson1]

Amino acid Abbreviation N as % of total N of wool

Alanine ALA 4.12

Amide N 6.73

Arginine ARG 19.1

Aspartic acid ASP 4.38

Cystine CYS 7.3

Glutamic acid GLU 8.48

Glycine GLY 6.29

Histidine HIS 1.91

iso-Leucine ILEU 2.44

Leucine LEU 5.85

Lysine LYS 3.92

Methionine MET 0.32

Phenylalanine PHE 2.12*

Proline PRO 5.05

Serine SER 8.66*

Threonine THR 5.12*

Tryptophan TRY 0.82

Tyrosine TYR 2.62

Valine VAL 4.16

Total 99.39

*Corrected by the factors 1.02, 1.10, 1.09 for PHE, SER and THR respectively
for loss during hydrolysis.



trial take-up of this technology has not occurred, quite probably because
manufacturers would prefer raw material improvements to be the respon-
sibility of wool suppliers, particularly as in this instance a substantial invest-
ment is required for equipment that, in turn, requires specially trained
operators.

Major research efforts have been devoted to understanding the chem-
istry underlying photoyellowing. The summary of much of this work9 high-
lights the problems of assigning yellowness to specific chromophores. TRP
was long regarded as the most reactive aromatic absorber, with some known
yellow decomposition products. One of the earliest correlations was found
to be between the TRP content of a range of keratins and their rate of yel-
lowing when irradiated at 310nm in the dry state.10

More direct evidence was derived by radiolabelling TRP in wool, prior
to UV irradiation. After solubilising the wool by reduction, alkylation and
proteolytic digestion, a radioactive yellow fraction was isolated by ion-
exchange chromatography.11 Recent attempts to isolate and identify the
yellow components of wool, however, exclude the possibility that TRP
decomposition products are the main contributors.9 The principal reason is
that most of the known products of TRP degradation, including the major
one, kynurenine, are colourless, and the minor coloured products such as
N-formylkynurenine are very weak chromophores. Semi-quantitative cal-
culations were sufficient to suggest they could not account for more than
20% of wool yellowness.

Isolation and characterisation of yellow wool components entails a dif-
ficult first step, i.e. solubilising wool in a manner which neither destroys 
them nor introduces new artifactual coloured compounds. Wool sufficiently
damaged to be significantly yellow is inherently unstable, and dissolution
with strong acid or alkaline treatments is visibly accompanied by substan-
tial additional yellowing.9 Simpson9 found papain/bisulphite treatments
were also questionable because a significant amount of enzyme is intro-
duced as a contaminant. The pale yellow material in the solution of wool
extracts is apparently destabilised by the reducing agent and the colour
tends to bleach on standing and often disappears entirely within a day or so.

Simpson9 considered the most satisfactory method was dilute acid hydro-
lysis at 60–80 °C for several days. Almost all the yellow colour was released
in the first 5–10% of the wool to be solubilised, and, following a series of
enzyme hydrolyses and chromatographic separations, the yellow fractions
could be substantially purified. The main fraction was hydrophobic and was
eluted from a reverse-phase chromatographic column as three components
of very similar amino acid composition, optical density profile and very
weak fluorescence. They appeared to be different levels of polymerisation
of peptides, notable for very high proline content, about 22 mol%, and low
in aromatic amino acid content.
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Small proline-rich proteins (sprs) have been found in the cornified cell
envelope of keratins and in the epidermis of many mammalian species,12

and are notable for very low amounts of the aromatic acids TRP, TYR and
PHE.These proteins are claimed to be particularly associated with wool 
epicuticle (Section 3.3.1). A major portion of wool yellowness thus appears
to be derived from a minor wool protein. The method of extraction and
purification results in a kind of hydrophobic complex, resistant to complete
enzymatic hydrolysis. In pure aqueous solutions for example, the coloured
material condenses into dark brown treacle-like droplets. A yellow-brown
solution is restored by addition of methanol but alcoholic solutions are
incompatible with further enzymatic hydrolyses.

Another aspect of interest in this investigation9 was the chromatographic
separation of the high-proline fractions from a high-TYR/GLY fraction that
was completely colourless.A clear, yellow component representing perhaps
10% of the total colour was also retrieved, which had fluorescence and
optical density properties suggestive of a TRP degradation product incor-
porated in a mixture of chromatographically similar peptides.

5.5 Absorption of acids

At room temperature, immersion of wool in aqueous solutions of strong
acids or alkalis is essentially an ion-exchange titration of the 0.8mM/g of
both carboxyl and amino groups on amino acid sidechains. Ionic interac-
tions between —COO- and —NH4

+ groups play an important part in sta-
bilising the protein structure of wool in the vicinity of its isolectronic point
at about pH 6.5. Equilibration in an excess of either acidic or alkaline solu-
tion is slow, particularly in the pH 3–10 range, where a time of the order of
an hour is required even with regular agitation of the solution. Equilibrium
rates are slow as a consequence of an electronic barrier formed at fibre sur-
faces, following an initial absorption, and can be greatly reduced by addi-
tion of a neutral salt. Figure 5.1 illustrates the effect of adding KCl on the
shape of the titration curve of wool with HCl and KOH.13

There has been considerable interest and effort devoted to providing a
theoretical understanding of the acid/base behaviour of wool fibres. Essen-
tially, wool is a fine example of a highly consolidated protein whose behav-
iour might usefully be compared to soluble proteins of similar acidic and
basic amino acid content. The latter have titration characteristics more akin
to simple acids and bases.

The two principal theoretical models for absorption of acids and bases
by wool are those of Gilbert and Rideal,17 and of Donnan. Both have been
critically examined in several textbooks.14–16 In the light of current knowl-
edge, the former has been the most successful in terms of prediction of wool
titration behaviour, and an abbreviated account of its application follows.
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Gilbert and Rideal17 made these assumptions:

i) All positively charged groups (mainly amines) have identical 
properties.

ii) All carboxylic groups have similar affinities for protons.
iii) Absorbed anions may occupy any positively charged site.

Thus, the anions and protons in an aqueous solution can be regarded as
being independently absorbed by immersed wool samples.

The only other formal requirement of the theory is that electrical neu-
trality of the fibre must be maintained. The thermodynamic analysis that
followed culminated in their well-known equation for titration of wool with
hydrochloric acid.

[5.3]

(qH is the fraction of sites filled by protons, and the final term incorporates
changes in the chemical potential of hydrogen and chloride ions 
respectively).

Steinhardt and Harris13 were able to confirm that the equation did fit the
experimental data for the titration of wool with hydrochloric acid. More
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5.1 Combination of wool with hydrochloric acid and with potassium
hydroxide as a function of pH. The influence of a salt on shifting the
acidic side of the curve is shown. [From Steinhardt and Harris.13]



significantly still, if sodium chloride is added so that the titration is carried
out at essentially constant ionic strength, Gilbert and Rideal derived the
secondary equation

[5.4]

The subscript 0.5 refers to an equilibrium pH, when half the proton
binding sites are filled.When the chloride concentration is increased, so also
is the pH at the point of half saturation. Therefore, less acid is required 
to achieve a given equilibrium pH when the chloride concentration is
increased. It becomes difficult to extrapolate this result in a quantitative
fashion for more complex wool–acid–salt combinations, but this basic result
is a fundamental factor in devising good conditions for processes such as
wool dyeing. Stated in the simplest terms, it affords a scientific basis for the
advantages of adding salts in order to raise the ionic strength of dyebaths.
This approach is taken further in Section 5.6.

Long exposure at room temperature to an excess of strong acid will
hydrolyse some of the amide groups in wool, releasing ammonia and cre-
ating additional carboxylate groups, thereby increasing the measured acid
uptake of wool. At pH values greater than 11, alkaline degradation reac-
tions of cystine and peptide bond hydrolysis become increasingly likely for
even brief exposure at room temperature.

Acids with more complex anions considerably alter the position of the
titration curve as compared to HCl, but not its general shape, the changes
reflecting a greater affinity of organic anions for wool compared to the 
chloride ion. For example, several dyestuff-like anions, such as diphenyl-
benzenesulphonate, are taken up as strongly at pH 4 as chloride ion at 
pH 2. An extreme example of supra-stoichiometric absorption results from
immersion of wool in pure formic acid, which grossly inflates the fibres to
several times their original diameters. After rinsing well with water they
return to their initial state. The textbook by Alexander and Hudson14 pro-
vides an extensive review of every aspect of absorption of both weak and
strong acids. A majority of the original papers to which they refer were
written as long ago as 1930–1950 but, for the most part, they have not been
materially updated by more recent research.

5.6 Absorption of alkalis

Titration data for absorption of alkalis by wool mirrors, in many respects,
absorption of acids but with one substantial difference. Alkalis degrade 
proteins at low concentrations and temperatures, at a significant rate, so that
it is very difficult to attempt reversible alkaline titrations beyond a very
restricted range by comparison with acids.
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Chemical groups in wool that alter their state of ionisation in increas-
ingly alkaline conditions are listed below. Their approximate concentration
in most wool types, in milliequivalents/kg, and their normal titration range
vary widely.

• HIS, (68), pH 5.5–7.0
• Terminal amino groups, (25), pH 7.5–8.5
• TYR, (260), pH 9.8–10.4
• LYS, (190), pH 9.5–10.5
• ARG, (600), pH 11.5–12.5

Addition of salts in an alkaline titration of wool has a similar effect in
displacing the uptake curve as with acids, so that more alkali is taken up at
less extreme pH values when neutral salts are added.

The reactions of cystine and other disulphides in alkaline conditions have
attracted a great deal of research attention. Maclaren and Milligan list over
40 references yet conclude that there is still room for some disagreement
about the mechanism.18 In the case of combined cystine in wool, attack at
the b-carbon offers a plausible mechanism for the degradation products
that have been identified.

The principal reaction steps are illustrated in equation [5.5] (R = wool
protein chain).

Lanthionine is one of the main products of alkaline degradation, and the
selection of reaction steps shown also account for the appearance of some
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free sulphur. Dehydroalanine is also formed as a minor product when some
of the intermediate product sidechain HO—CH2 loses water. The latter
product is also known to be capable of reacting with lysine in alkaline con-
ditions to form lysinoalanine. These examples are just indicative of the
sequential and complex variations of degradative reactions possible when
wool is exposed to strongly alkaline solutions.

5.7 Dyeing with acid dyestuffs

5.7.1 General

The theoretical background of absorption of low molecular weight mineral
and organic acids is the same as that of the absorption of high molecular
weight acids. However, as might be expected, the coulombic forces which
substantially explain absorption of hydrochloric acid by wool, and the influ-
ence of salts added to the aqueous acid, fall short of explaining all the 
features of absorption of high molecular weight dyes. For these larger 
molecules, the principles of fixation in wool fibres is decidedly more
complex. The morphological structure of wool is itself a mediating factor,
as discussed in the next section. The detailed technology and practical
aspects of wool dying are described in Chapter 8.

5.7.2 Morphological structure of wool and its influence 
on dyeing

The three steps in dye transfer from an aqueous dyebath are:

i) Diffusion of dye to fibre surfaces
ii) Dye transfer across the surfaces

iii) Diffusion of dye through wool fibre structures

Good dyeing equipment, affording thorough liquor circulation, should
eliminate the delays and uneven access to dyes implied in the first step. For
the second step, the wool epicuticle offers a significant resistance to dye
penetration. It is now accepted that dyes gain access to undamaged wool
fibres mainly via junctions between wool cuticle scales.19 Lipids are present
to varying degree at the surface and in intercellular interstices, and they
present an obstacle to entry of dyes into wool fibres. Wool that has previ-
ously been scoured in the normal aqueous fashion, when extracted with a
good solvent for lipids or alternatively stripped with anhydrous sodium tert-
butoxide, responds with faster rates of dye uptake and better uniformity of
dyeing.20 Wools with surface damage, or degraded by sunlight, chlorination
or carbonising treatments for example, will respond differently when
exposed to dyebath conditions.
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Dyestuffs, which first penetrate into wool between cuticle cell junctions
as mentioned, are now known to next diffuse throughout all the non-
keratinous regions, and also the endocuticle and intermacrofibrillar mater-
ial regions of the cell membrane complex.21,22 The final stages of dyestuff
diffusion inside wool fibres entails a progressive transfer of dye into the
sulphur-rich matrix proteins surrounding microfibrils in cortical cells.

Even when dye exhaustion is virtually complete, the internal fibre–dye
equilibration process is not, and in practical situations an industrial dyeing
process may justify an extended dyeing time. A further curious but infor-
mative observation from optical and electron microscope studies of dye
location in wool fibres is that the initial favoured entry of dye through the
cuticle scale junctions is also followed by dye transfer into the adjacent exo-
cuticle and A-layer. The non-keratinous regions, which are so important in
the early part of the dye cycle, are found to be almost totally devoid of dye
at the completion of the dyeing process.

5.7.3 Dye uptake chemistry

The Gilbert and Rideal model was briefly described in the context 
of acid–base equilibria when wool is immersed in an aqueous solution
(Section 5.5). Both this theory and the alternative approach based on the
Donnan theory have been tested to find the extent to which they explain
dye absorption. Lewis23 concluded that neither theory is particularly suc-
cessful, especially for dyes with a highly hydrophobic character. However,
some of the concepts of the ionic attractions driving absorption of simple
acid dyes are a logical extension of titration of wool with common organic
acids.

A good example of this is the uptake of a fairly simple acid dye. Experi-
mentally it could be demonstrated24 that, from a dyebath containing just
Crystal Ponceau and hydrochloric acid, there is an initial rapid absorption
of both hydrogen and chloride ions. Over time, the slower diffusing 
dye anions displace chloride in the fibre, as demonstrated by first a rapid
fall in chloride concentration in the bath followed by a more gradual rise
again.

The influence of a salt on shifting the acidic side of the titration curve of
wool is shown in Fig 5.1. Basically, at higher ionic strengths, hydrogen ions
are more readily absorbed because the repulsive electrical charge which
develops at the surface boundary of the fibres is substantially masked.
Exactly the same effects explain why salts, commonly sodium acetate or
sulphate, are to be found in most acid dyebaths. Less acid is required for a
given uptake of hydrogen ions. This facilitates dye anion absorption at less
extremely acid conditions and conveniently also reduces the risk of acid
damage to the wool substrate.
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Zollinger25 expanded on these ionic aspects of dyestuff affinity for wool
and distinguished between coulombic, van der Waals and hydrophobic
binding forces. For three carefully selected acid dyes, there was a clear indi-
cation of the hydrophobic bonding interaction of an aliphatic sidechain.

These studies were based on comparisons of dyeing behaviour between
normal and modified wools, notably by blocking ionic sites. Meybeck and
Galafassi26 contributed considerably to an understanding of the nature of
acid dyestuff binding on wool. They showed that few salt anions (chloride)
are released from wool in the course of dyeing compared to the amount of
dye absorbed. For slightly hydrophobic dyes, of the order of 10% of bound
chloride ions are released, while for more strongly hydrophobic dyes,
release of chloride ions is negligible. This result, along with a variety of 
contributory studies,23,pp68–72 added further weight to their propositions.

On the basis of these results, Meybeck and Galafassi formed three 
principles in relation to wool dyeing:

i) Hydrogen bonds are not formed between the dye and the fibre.
ii) Coulombic forces play a part in attracting dye anions into the wool

fibres but then they locate to hydrophobic sites where they then
become strongly fixed.

iii) To have a high affinity for the wool, anionic dyes must have a
hydrophobic character.The structure of the dye molecule must be such
that the hydrophobic substituents are situated some distance from the
polar groups.

5.8 Acid, alkali and enzymic hydrolysis

5.8.1 Acid hydrolysis

Complete acid hydrolysis is the most common method of preparing solu-
tions of amino acids from wool and other proteins for quantitative analy-
sis. Evacuated, sealed tubes containing the sample and 6M HCl are typically
treated at 105 °C for 24 hours. TRP is destroyed and correction factors are
applied to calculate SER, THR and TYR contents (see Table 5.1). This ana-
lytical routine is questionable for detection of amino acids modified by
exposure of wool to sunlight. Partial oxidation products of cystine dispro-
portionate to cysteic acid and cystine, and quite certainly unstable carbonyl
groups (Section 5.3) notably glyoxylyl and pyruvyl either react with other
side chains or simply decompose. Amides of GLU and ASP are hydrolysed
and the ammonia released is also measured. The whole procedure is, of
course, now a routine one for proteins in general. Amino acids and
ammonia react with ninhydrin to form blue derivatives, which are quanti-
fied as they emerge from a chromatographic column.
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Partial acid hydrolysis has been evaluated as a general method for selec-
tively producing wool peptides suitable for gaining amino acid sequence
information.27 Maclaren and Milligan18 summarised all the results, includ-
ing hydrolysis in more dilute solutions and lower temperatures, and con-
cluded that this approach was not useful for extensive sequencing of 
wool proteins. In weaker acid hydrolytic conditions, the amides of GLU and
ASP are the most readily hydrolysed and a standard method has been
developed for the analytical determination of amide nitrogen as ammonia
and other amino groups so released. The peptide bond adjacent to ASP is
the most labile, with GLY and SER the next most easily released amino
acids.

Mild acid hydrolysis for the purpose of providing an analytical determi-
nation of amide groups in wool has been specifically developed because the
drastic conditions employed for complete acid hydrolysis of wool and wool
protein fractions (i.e. the preliminary step before amino analysis, typically
6M HCl at 105 °C) compromises the measurement. The reason is that a sig-
nificant fraction of other amino acids, notably SER and THR, decompose
as well and, in so doing, release additional ammonia.

Acid hydrolysis aimed more specifically at wool amide groups, therefore,
should be sufficiently mild to avoid these complications. Inglis et al. judged
that a treatment with 2M HCl at 100 °C for 14 hours in sealed evacuated
tubes is adequate for the release of ammonia from all amide groups 
in wool (and silk), with no significant hydrolysis of other potential 
contaminants.18

Attempts to isolate yellow compounds from wool, as discussed in 
Section 5.4, seem likely now to employ variations of conditions for mild
acid hydrolysis to advance the prospects for complete chemical character-
isation. In particular, the emphasis should be on keeping the temperature
low, possibly at the expense of longer reaction times of the order of several
days, in order to avoid the loss of unstable compounds.

5.8.2 Alkaline hydrolysis and alkali solubility

Alkaline hydrolysis of proteins, including wool, destroys much of the CYS
and lesser amounts of ARG, HIS and SER, but unlike acid hydrolysis it
conserves the TRP content. In the context of wool chemistry, the most
useful application of alkaline treatments is the alkali solubility test, the UK
version being BS 3568:1988. This relatively mild treatment with 0.1 M
NaOH at 65 °C for 1 hour is a standard test for assessing wool damage. It
is particularly useful for detecting loss of CYS crosslinkages, acid damage
and sunlight degradation, all of which increase solubility beyond about
10%, which is a figure typical for undamaged wool. Oxidative bleaching
processes for example (Section 7.2) must be carefully managed to avoid
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excessive oxidation of CYS (see also Sections 5.9 and 5.10) and the alkali
solubility test is very commonly used as a quality control check.

Conversely the test is very sensitive to the introduction of new stable
crosslinkages, which reduce the amount of extractable peptides. A mild
alkaline treatment will itself convert some CYS to lanthionine crosslink-
ages and lower the amount extractable in a subsequent alkali solubility 
test.

5.8.3 Enzymic hydrolysis

The solid, crosslinked structure of wool is resistant to proteolytic enzymes.
In the general introduction (Section 5.1) attention was drawn to the diffi-
culties of large molecules permeating the wool structure. Trypsin does
diffuse slowly along cell membranes and after several days incubation the
fibres readily disintegrate into a dispersion of cortical and scale cells.28

However, if wool is first reduced and alkylated, it is much more accessible
to enzymes. Because enzymes afford a relatively mild form of digestion,
novel crosslinkages or amino acid derivatives unstable to acid hydrolysis
can be released and characterised.29 In this way the reaction of phenyliso-
cyanate with LYS, SER, THR and GLU residues could be detected30

and the unusual peptide bond e-(g-glutamyl) lysine could be isolated and
identified.31,32

At least three proteolytic enzymes are necessary for near-complete
hydrolysis following the reduction/alkylation step.33 Typically, wide-
spectrum enzymes such as papain, pepsin and pronase, used in com-
binations or sequential digestions, produce peptide mixtures that are 
ultimately cleaved to form a solution of individual amino acids. Prolidase
is required to break proline bonds and amino peptidase removes N-
terminal residues in step-wise fashion. Whilst these more complex pro-
cedures have identified some relatively unstable modified amino acids, they
are not a universal panacea for resolution of all the questions about 
wool degradation. Essentially, the proteolytic enzymes are inactive when
introduced to the solutions of yellow extracts obtained as described in
Section 5.4. It is worth re-emphasizing that enzymes are effective in normal
aqueous media but that they are unable to penetrate and degrade
hydrophobic aggregates of complex wool peptides.

5.9 Oxidation with peracids

TRY, CYS, and cysteine (CYSH) are the amino acids most susceptible to
oxidation. Because of its importance in crosslinking wool proteins and
directly influencing the strength and elasticity of wool fibres, the detailed
chemistry of CYS oxidation has been very extensively studied.
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Complete oxidation of CYS to cysteic acid (CYSA) in wool is best
achieved with either peracetic or, better still, performic acid. This method
forms the basis for post-oxidation procedures beginning with ammonia
extraction followed by successive precipitations and purifications in order
to prepare well differentiated fractions of soluble wool proteins. The prod-
ucts of these separations have been described as a-, b- and g-keratoses.34

Although both the oxidising acids are likely to rupture some peptide bonds
and possibly slowly attack other side chains, O’Donnell and Woods34 found
peracetic acid was the more likely of the two to have non-specific effects,
possibly because there is a significant amount of hydrogen peroxide in its
aqueous solutions. Prolonged oxidation with performic acid does, however,
convert MET to its sulphoxide, TRP is converted to N-formyl kynurenine
and other products, and some SER, THR and TYR may be affected by 
vigorous treatments.18

The principal present use of peracetic acid is as a component in the per-
acetic/ammonia solubility test. Under carefully controlled conditions, the
test detects the presence of crosslinkages remaining in wool after cleavage
of disulphide bonds.27 When a sufficient excess of oxidant is present, the end
product of oxidation of CYS is combined CYSA, i.e. W—CH2—SO3H,
where W represents a wool protein chain. Exposure to lesser amounts of
chemical oxidant, or photo-oxidising sunlight for that matter (see Section
5.3), results in formation of intermediate products. Chemical structures of
those believed to be present1 are shown in equation [5.6]

Treatment of partially oxidised wool with strong acids leads to dis-
proportionation reactions of intermediate sulphoxides. A typical stoichio-
metric relationship is given by equation [5.7].

5 W CH2 S S CH2 W  +  2 H2O

O

O

3 W CH2 S S CH2 W  +  4  W CH2 S

O

O

OH

W CH2 S S CH2

O

W W CH2 S S CH2

O

W

O

W CH2 SH

O

W CH2 S S OH

O O

O
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5.10 Chlorine-based oxidation

Partial oxidation of wool is commonly observed as a result of industrial
processes for bleaching (see Section 7.2) and shrinkproofing wool (see
Section 7.5). Hydrogen peroxide is a favoured bleaching agent, applied
using conditions that limit damage to CYS within acceptable values.

Present-day technology essentially confines the industrial use of chlo-
rine and its oxidative derivatives to acidic processes that principally modify 
wool surface properties. Therefore, they are primarily pretreatments for
shrinkproofing, with a second-stage application of polymers (Section 7.5.7).

There is a very extensive literature describing oxidation of wool with
gaseous chlorine, chlorine water and numerous chlorine-release com-
pounds. One of the earliest observations was that of von Allwörden.35 Wool
fibres immersed in either chlorine- or bromine-water develop sacs on 
individual scales of the fibre surfaces. Osmotic pressure can develop due 
to oxidation and dissolution of some protein components of cuticle scale
cells, provided the epicuticle is undamaged and prevents their diffusion 
into the immersion liquid. This reaction is therefore the basis of a simple
laboratory test using a microscope to detect surface damage of immersed
wool fibres.

Chlorine derived from hypochlorite solutions has a markedly different
reaction with wool depending on the pH of the treatment. This is because
the active agent in a solution of calcium hypochlorite, commonly known as
bleaching powder, is the hypochlorous ion, ClO- at pH values above 
8.5, mainly undissociated HClO in near neutral conditions, while at 
pH 2 free chlorine accounts for about 70% of the total active chlorine in a
dilute solution.Alkaline conditions result in high CYSA levels in the cuticle,
whereas acidic treatments promote extraction of soluble acidic peptides
from cuticle cells. The alkaline treatment results in a resist to acid 
dye uptake, whereas the acid method enhances it compared to untreated
wool. These differences have been exploited in patterned fabrics to afford
cross-dyed effects.36

5.11 Reduction

Wool keratins are structurally stabilised by the disulphide crosslinkages of
cystine. Reductive cleavage of cystine, followed by structural reshaping 
of a fabric and then reforming the bonds, is the basis of chemical setting of
pleats and creases. The same principles apply to the permanent waving 
of human hair.

Complete reduction entails two successive nucleophilic displacement
reactions – see equation [5.8] (W = wool protein chain and RS- is the reduc-
tant thiol).
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[5.8]

A high concentration of a thiol, such as thioglycollic acid, would be
required to achieve full reduction in acid conditions. By adjusting to pH
9–10, which is the pK value for thiol groups, adding a proportion of an
organic solvent such as n-propanol, and using a high concentration of a
protein disaggregating medium such as urea, total reduction of cystine is
readily attained.

Maclaren and Milligan18 emphasise the importance of pure reagents. For
example, freshly distilled thioglycollic acid avoids acylation of amino groups
by thiolactone impurities, and urea should be free of ammonium cyanate,
likely to form carbamoyl derivatives with amino groups. Sodium borohy-
dride is another reductant offering high yields of thiol but there is also some
peptide bond hydrolysis.37 Extensive reduction of wool cystine may also be
achieved with tetrakis (hydroxymethyl) phosphonium chloride (THPC)
(see equation [5.9]). The active agent is the phosphine derivative formed by
dissociation of THPC in aqueous solution.38

[5.9]

By way of contrast with the reversible equilibrium reduction character-
istics of thiol solutions, the reaction with THPC is irreversible and requires
but a small excess of reagent. Because phosphines react slowly with alky-
lating agents, it is also possible to carry out alkylation of thiol groups
derived from cystine with chloroacetate in the same solution.39 Some unde-
sirable modifications of TYR and cysteine can occur38 with THPC, whereas
near-quantitative reduction can be achieved with tri-n-butyl phosphine,
without unwanted side reactions.40

5.12 Sulphitolysis

Sulphitolysis of cystine in wool is of major industrial importance in
processes such as the setting of yarns and fabrics, mild bleaching methods,
and after-treatments following oxidative shrinkproofing and bleaching
processes.

Sulphite (SO3
2-), bisulphite (HSO3

-) and disulphite (S2O5
2-) exist in equi-

librium in aqueous solution. HSO3
- is predominant in acid conditions and

SO3
2- is the main species above pH 7. At pH >9 sulphitolysis of cystine is a

reversible bimolecular displacement reaction,41 see equation [5.10]

W CH2 S S CH2 W  +  R P  + H2O

R

R

2 W CH2 SH  +  R P O

R

R

(R = hydroxymethyl group)

W CH2 S S CH2 W  +  RS–

W CH2 S S R  +  RS–

W CH2 S S R  +  W CH2 S–

S S R  +  W CH2 S–R
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[5.10]

Below pH 9 the reaction is more complex, that with bisulphite forming thiol
and S-sulphonate anions (equation [5.11]).

[5.11]

Oxidative sulphitolysis is also possible (equation [5.12])

[5.12]

Sulphitolysis reactions reverse readily with rinsing in water but reversal
is slower in acidic conditions. There have been long-standing speculations
about wool cystine being divisible into four fractions of different reactivity,
but Maclaren and Milligan18 conclude, after reviewing all the evidence, that
there is not a sound case for this proposition.

5.13 Metal salts

Chrome dyeing is by far the most widely used process involving metal com-
plexes in wool and is dealt with in Chapter 8. More recently, zirconium and
titanium salts have featured in the development of flame-retardant wool
products (see Section 7.7).Wool does, however, interact strongly with a wide
variety of metal salts useful in more limited applications.

As might be anticipated, the principal binding sites are carboxyl and sul-
phydryl groups for metal cations. Sometimes, more elaborate metal com-
plexes with amino, guanidine and imidazole groups have been proposed in
order to account for large uptakes. Maclaren and Milligan18 provide a com-
prehensive description of metal–wool reactions. The principal studies and
applications are summarised here.

5.13.1 Mercury

Methyl mercuric iodide is generally used in quantitative analysis of thiol
and disulphide groups in wool.42 Mercury salts bind in large amounts, e.g.
over 2000mmolg-1, of the chloride.43,44 However, Hg binding is suppressed
by excess chloride, which obviates the use of wool as a sorbent for mercury
salts in sea water. Mercuric salts are well known for their ability to form

W CH2 S S CH2 W  +  2 S

O

O–

O–   2 W CH2 S S O–

O

O–

W CH2 S S CH2 W  + HS

O

O

O– W CH2 SH  +  W CH2 S S O–

O

O

W CH2 S S CH2 W  +  2 O S

O–

O–

2 W CH2 S S O–

O

O
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complexes with nitrogen compounds such as amines. Extended multinu-
clear complexes are likely in the water-swollen matrix proteins of wool, and
these would account for the supra-stoichiometric absorption observed with
mercuric chloride solutions. Thiol groups would react readily and com-
pletely with mercuric ions.

5.13.2 Silver

Silver ion is taken up in greater amount as the pH is increased, and is
reversibly bound on carboxyl groups with a small amount irreversibly react-
ing with all the thiol groups present to form a mercaptide.45

In alkaline conditions, silver ions appear to catalyse degradation of
cystine, resulting in H2S and additional thiol groups being formed, which 
in turn convert to mercaptides. This conclusion was supported by evidence
for a stoichiometric release of hydrogen ions into solution as silver was
absorbed in acidic conditions, where decomposition of cystine by silver salts
is negligible. There is close to complete binding of Ag+ ion on carboxyl
groups at pH 6, this falling to about 22% at pH 1.5.45

The additional uptake of silver in alkaline conditions due to extra mer-
captide formation has led to some useful applications. There has been some
exploitation of silver ion in histochemistry, notably as a heavy-metal stain
useful as a marker in electron microscopy. Weight increases of the order of
16% are achieved with treatments of wool in ammoniacal silver nitrate
solutions at pH 10.5.46 Electron micrographs of wool sections subsequently
show dense crystallites of silver sulphide in sulphur-rich regions of the fine
structure of wool, presumably formed by reactions involving hydrogen 
sulphide released by alkaline hydrolysis of cystine. Similar deposits of lead
sulphide were observed following alkaline sodium plumbite treatments of
wool.47

5.13.3 Copper

About 280 mmolg-1 Cu(II) is taken up by wool from a perchlorate solution,48

forming a green complex with carboxyl groups. Treatment with cupram-
monium hydroxide in concentrated ammonia results in a 40% weight in-
crease, contraction of the fibres, and loss of the normal keratin structure.49

A brief treatment is fully reversible by rinsing in dilute acid. These two
widely different outcomes, the first essentially reflecting the affinity of
cupric ions for carboxyl groups in mildly acidic conditions, and the second
the supra-stoichiometric absorption possible in strongly alkaline conditions,
favour cupric ion interaction with presumably amino and other nitrogen-
containing side chains.
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Copper salts are well known for their ability to form complex amines, the
affinity being markedly stronger than is the case for silver. On the other
hand, the susceptibility of cystine to degradation in alkaline solutions con-
taining silver ion is much greater than for comparable solutions containing
copper complexes. Provided the treatment of wool in ammoniacal copper
is not too prolonged, as mentioned earlier, the absorbed salts can be washed
out and the fibres return to their normal state without a residual amount
of copper sulphide or combined copper mercaptide. Supercontraction is the
historic description of the structural collapse, and in this respect the treat-
ment is an excellent demonstration of the dependence of wool proteins on
hydrogen bonding and amino–carboxyl salt linkages in order to maintain a
stable structural form. Interactions which alter the structural stability of
wool are described in detail in Chapter 4.

5.13.4 Aluminium

Aluminium ions bind on carboxyl groups, and also on sulphonic acid groups
produced by oxidative bleaching processes which modify a proportion of
the cystine.The rate and extent of binding is increased by adding n-propanol
to the solution, with a pronounced effect on the mechanical properties of
the fibres. Basically the treatments reduce the stress required to produce an
initial strain, or, in other words, the wool is more easily extended yet loses
nothing in ultimate strength or recovery from extension. There are some
subtleties of Al/alcohol treatments such that the ultimate effects are 
sensitive to the percentage of water in the ethanol, propanol or butanol
mixture, and the actual quantity of Al absorbed appear to be less impor-
tant than the absorption locations opened up by the particular solvent
mixture.50

Unlike Ag+ and Cu+2, Al+3 has a very low affinity for nitrogenous groups.
Just as the ammoniacal copper treatment of wool (Section 5.13.3) offers 
an example of structural destabilisation due to very extensive destruction
of crosslinking hydrogen bonds, so, too, the more easily extendable wools
treated in some Al/water/organic solvent mixtures highlights another 
structural feature. In such solutions, the Al+3 ion is sufficiently small to be
transported into hydrophobic parts of the wool structure opened up by the
organic solvent. Interference with the hydrogen bond cross linkages in 
these regions is therefore demonstrably a significant factor in the physical
properties of wool.

Since Al ions hydrolyse at pH values greater than 4, the optimum pH 
for wool treatments is in the pH 3–4 range, where the rate of hydrolysis 
is low and wool has sufficient negative character to strongly absorb Al
cations.
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5.13.5 Other metals

Wool modified by polymer grafting of methacrylic acid to increase its car-
boxylic acid content has been evaluated for removing iron, and potentially
other metal ion pollutants, present in water. Heavy metal complexes, includ-
ing uranyl acetate, phosphotungstic acid and osmic acid have been used 
for examination of wool by X-ray diffraction and electron microscopy.18

There does not appear to be much specificity attached to these treatments.
Following some initial absorption, which may well have a specific type of
binding site, what appears to follow is a time-dependent accretion of more
heavy metal ions on the original binding template. These accretions build
up most readily in the most accessible regions of the fibre structure and
clearly delineate cell boundaries and other features readily observable in
electron micrographs.

5.14 Miscellaneous reactions

5.14.1 Iodination

Iodine dissolved in alcohol or potassium iodide reacts with wool in two
ways. There is formation of a complex with amino groups which is re-
versible51 and irreversible di-substitution in the TYR side chain. Richards
and Speakman52 found the latter reaction converted up to 96% of TYR to
2 :4 diiodotyrosine, from treatments in alcoholic solutions of iodine.

5.14.2 Ninhydrin

Ninhydrin has a well-known reaction with the amino groups of amino acids
in solution, forming a strong blue colour used in quantitative analysis of 
the amino acids in hydrolysed proteins. Wool boiled in ninhydrin takes up 
sufficient for a weight increase of 15%, and this results in changes in fibre
mechanical properties.53 The main physical effect is a large increase in 
the work needed to extend the fibres in water. At first, this was thought 
to be due to ninhydrin forming additional crosslinkages, but a more likely
reason is the lower absorption of water by the treated wool when immersed.
The weight change, however, indicates that reactions additional to those
with the free amino groups in intact wool must occur, as they would account
only for a theoretical 3% weight increase. This is most likely a parallel 
situation to the accumulation of heavy metals such as osmium (Section
5.13.5) in wool, owing to successive reactions or condensations of more
reagent upon an original group-specific template of reactions with wool
fibres.
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5.14.3 Diazonium salts and staining tests

Pauly54 first demonstrated the reaction of diazotised sulphanilic acid with
TYR and HIS residues of soluble proteins. Depending on pH and other
reaction conditions, other residues are also modified.18 The principal in-
terest in this reaction in wool chemistry is its adaptation as a visual test of
fibre damage. Undamaged fibres remain colourless under conditions where
damaged fibres rapidly develop red-brown colouration. Glynn55 preferred
2-nitroaniline as the base of a diazonium salt for this test. Allied with a
microscope, this very simple test reaction is an extremely useful one in wool
quality control.

Staining tests can be very informative regarding the sites and extent 
of damage sustained by wool fibres and fabrics. Simpson and Page56 found
it was possible to mix a selected high-molecular weight acid dye and a low-
molecular weight basic dye to form a staining solution that showed no 
tendency to co-precipitate. This proved to be very useful in delineating 
progressive damage to wool fabrics exposed to sunlight degradation behind
window glass.

The standard staining solution was as follows:

• 0.06% CI Acid Red 52
• 0.025% CI Basic Blue 3
• 0.12% acetic acid

Application conditions were 15 minutes at 20 °C followed by 1 minute
rinsing.

The colours of surface and shielded fibres showed every variation 
from red, pink, mauve to blue according to changes in ionic character and
permeability.

5.14.4 Esterification

Alexander et al. demonstrated that wool treated with boiling methanol 
(65 °C), n-propanol (97 °C), and n-butanol (117 °C) for 6 hours with 0.1M
HCl as catalyst, resulted in 60, 50, 35% esterification respectively of the 
carboxyl sidechains.57 Some amide groups are converted to esters and some
susceptible peptide bonds may succumb to N- and O-methylation.58

5.15 Crosslinking

5.15.1 Effects of crosslinking

Potential practical applications of crosslinking reactions include the restora-
tion of physical properties such as depletion of natural cystine crosslinking
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due to degradation by sunlight. Industrial processes such as oxidative
bleaching also damage cystine and suggest that some repair mechanism may
be helpful.

A treatment which utilises a bifunctional reagent reactive with wool
protein sidechains is the obvious approach to take. In many instances,
however, there is no discernable effect on fibre properties because only one
functional group reacts with a pendant group on a protein chain or alter-
natively the predominant bifunctional reactions are with the same protein
chain.

A long chain molecule with reactive end-groups may be more successful
at crosslinking than rigid aromatic bifunctional reagents,59 which require
more precise positioning of reactive groups on wool proteins to effect a
cross-linking reaction.

Definitive proof of crosslinking requires isolation and characterisation of
the relevant amino acid–reagent linkages.A majority of potential crosslink-
ages would hydrolyse should the wool be solubilised. Isolation by follow-
ing a reduction/alkylation route followed by extraction and several steps of
enzymic hydrolysis is always a lengthy and difficult procedure with no cer-
tainty of eventual success.

Changes in fibre solubility (in various reagents), swelling, setting, tensile
behaviour, abrasion resistance and supercontraction are alternative in-
dicators, which most commonly can be reasonably reliable measures of
crosslinking. Their disadvantage, of course, is that they do not identify the
particular fibre protein end-groups involved in crosslinking.

Of the several recognised solubility tests, the performic acid/ammonia
test is probably the best in most circumstances.60 The first step is oxidation
of all the cystine with performic acid, followed by an extraction of soluble
proteins with dilute ammonia. New crosslinkages stable to oxidation reduce
the amount of extractable material.

Concentrated urea solutions are well-known swelling and disaggregating
solvents for proteins, in combination with a reductant, such as urea/thio-
glycollate61 or urea/bisulphite.62

The alkali solubility test63 has the longest history and is a standard
method still (0.1 M sodium hydroxide at 65 °C for 1 hour) but can be diffi-
cult to interpret. Urea/reductant methods are valuable when crosslinkages
are likely to be unstable to oxidising agents or alkalis.

5.15.2 Formaldehyde

Formaldehyde reactions with wool have been the subject of numerous
studies, in large part because formaldehyde is capable of introducing
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crosslinkages in wool, as well as being cheap and being a small molecule
that diffuses rapidly into wool fibres. Although formaldehyde appears to
confer no measurable improvements to fibre strength or fabric abrasion
resistance when used either as a pre-treatment or included in dyebaths and
bleaching processes,18 it can be successfully used to replace a dye carrier
when wool/polyester blends are dyed at high temperature.64

There is a considerable history of formaldehyde usage with wool prod-
ucts that do not involve crosslinking, but depend essentially on disinfection.
Some examples include dusting greasy wool bales with paraformaldehyde
to inhibit growth of microorganisms in storage, disinfection of blankets
during laundering, and sterilising Indian wool suspected of containing
Anthrax spores.18

Sidechains of ARG, LYS, TYR, TRP, HIS, cysteine, and the amide 
derivatives of ASP and GLU are known to be capable of reaction with
formaldehyde. Some of these reactions can be bi-functional as well as
mono-functional, so that new wool protein crosslinkages are likely. In ad-
dition to simple —CH2—, i.e. methylene crosslinkages, formaldehyde has a
known propensity for self-condensation so that —CH2—(OCH2)n— or
oxymethylene crosslinkages are feasible.

Verifying the sites and extent of formaldehyde reactions with wool has
proved to be difficult since most of the modified amino acid sidechains 
are unstable under the hydrolytic conditions required to release them for
analysis.

McPhee65 did, however, conclude that ARG residues are extensively
modified under all conditions, whereas the amide derivatives of ASP and
GLU react only in acid or in alkaline solutions. Whereas formaldehyde
treatments of wool in acid conditions did not improve resistance to attack
by insects, McPhee found that treatments at pH 12 modified most of the
TRP and roughly half of the ARG and primary amino and amide groups.
The treated wool, after neutralisation, showed good resistance to clothes
moth larvae and newly hatched carpet beetles. Table 5.2, reproduced by
Maclaren and Milligan18 from the primary data of McPhee65 and Reddie
and Nicholls,66 illustrates the complexity of the formaldehyde reactions with
wool under different conditions.

Maclaren and Milligan18 discuss in detail the experimental difficulties in
identifying amino acid modifications caused by formaldehyde treatments,
essentially because the hydrolytic reagents needed to release individual
amino acids may in themselves induce additional modifications.

Modified amino acids isolated from acid hydrolysates of formaldehyde-
treated wool include Ne-methyllysine (A), thiazolidine-4-carboxylic acid
(B) and djenkolic acid (C), the latter being the only example of a crosslink-
age so far identified (Equation [5.13]).66–68
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5.15.3 Dialdehydes

Dialdehydes have attracted research and practical interest because of their
obvious potential for crosslinking proteins in general. Glutaraldehyde is
clearly the most successful. It has been applied in treatments of woolly
sheepskins, where it has a dual role in tanning the leather and protecting
the wool from felting during laundering.69

Glutaraldehyde reacts predominantly with LYS residues, although there
is an unresolved debate about the nature of the crosslinkages.18,p192 The
main disadvantage of the process is that it imparts a golden colour to the
wool, although this can be mitigated to some extent by adding bisulphite to
the treatment bath.

5.15.4 Other bifunctional reagents

One of the early papers describing a crosslinking process for wool em-
ployed various alkyl dibromide solutions applied in a one-step treatment
which included dithionite.This reducing agent opened up the fibre by cleav-
age of some cystine, allowing the dibromide to reform this crosslink and
add a variety of other bifunctional reactions.70

Acyl and aryl dihalides, dimaleimides and bifunctional acid chlorides,
isocyanates and active esters have all been reacted with wool from both
aqueous and organic solvents. An example of this type of treatment is that
of cyanuric chloride (2,4,6 trichloro-s-triazine), which is a relatively cheap
industrial reagent, applied from an aqueous acetone solution at room tem-
perature.71 About 300mmol/g of wool of the reagent is incorporated and
there is reduced solubility in all the regular alkali, urea-bisulphite and acid
solubility tests, which is strong circumstantial evidence for crosslinking.

Apart from the commercial use of glutaraldehyde as a tanning and 
fibre stabilisation process (Section 5.15.3) and the regular re-discovery 
of useful applications for formaldehyde treatments, there has been no 
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sustained development of crosslinking processes, presumably as any
product performance advantages are insufficient to justify their industrial
development.
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